
Pumpkin 
Energy

STAY STRONG, STAY 

AWAKE, BE THE MOVEMENT



Grand Opening

• Welcome to the very start of a newly developed business; Pumpkin Energy. Since 

today is launch day, we have created some delicious one-of-a-kind drinks!



Spicy Drink

• The first drink being featured 

today is the Spicy Energy Drink. 

Never heard of it? Give it a try 

because you'll never find 

anything else like it. It'll leave 

you begging for more!



Sour Apple

• If your one of the people 

who's into sour things, this is the 

one for you. If you think you can 

handle a sour taste, try this one. 

The overwhelming sourness is 

what makes this drink special.



Natural Plant-
Based Drink

• This drink is pretty straight 

forward to the name. All 

ingredients are plant based, also 

don't ask me how an energy 

drink can be plant based but 

here it is. Perfect if your 

supposedly going on a nature 

walk.



Iced

• Iced is a flavour I am sure 

everyone will love. Whether it's 

the middle of winter or summer 

the drink will never lose its 

energy. A nice cold drink, but 

also the enrichening 

flavour makes it stand out 

among all the newly released 

drinks. Be sure to try it!



Mixed Berry

• Of course, the standard berry 

drink. You can never go 

wrong with this one, it is a fan 

favourite after all. It's like 

drinking a berry punch but 

ours is much better with the 

secret ingredient we put 

inside. Definitely purchase 

this drink if you feel like 

having a casual day.



Where you 
can find us

The first stores we will be featured in is 
Walmart, Sobey's and most convenience 
stores around Oshawa. If you have any 
further questions be sure to contact us.

362 342 4656 289-688-3443

289 830 9797 647-562-7689



Thank you everyone!

• Hence we are now near the end, please take a moment to thank one the greatest 

owners of this company. Jace, Addie, Jacob and Isaiah. Thanks to everyone taking 

their time out of their day to see our presentation and have a great rest of your day. 

Make sure to stop by your nearest convenience store and try out the drink of your 

choice!


